Goldsmith Mannequins - Female

Goldsmith Mannequins - Ease
Goldsmith Mannequins - Ease  

Ease-1

Waist 25in, Hips 36in, Height 70in, Size 4.
5 bodies available in a range of positions. Available with Custom Finishes.
7 head options available. Realistic or sculpted hair options available for all heads.
Sculpted shoe only, with removable heel. Satin Chrome base.
Waist 25in, Hips 36in, Size 4.
5 bodies available in a range of positions Available with Custom Finishes
7 head options available. Realistic or sculpted hair options available for all heads
Sculpted shoe only, with removable heel. Ease-2 requires 18 in, Seat."[no base]
Goldsmith Mannequins - Ease

Ease-3

Waist 25in, Hips 36in, Height 70in, Size 4.
5 bodies available in a range of positions. Available with Custom Finishes.
7 head options available. Realistic or sculpted hair options available for all heads
Sculpted shoe only, with removable heel. Satin Chrome base.
Waist 25in, Hips 36in, Height 70in, Size 4.
5 bodies available in a range of positions. Available with Custom Finishes
7 head options available. Realistic or sculpted hair options available for all heads
Sculpted shoe only, with removable heel. Satin Chrome base.
Goldsmith Mannequins - Ease

Ease-5

Waist 25in, Hips 36in, Height 70in, Size 4.
5 bodies available in a range of positions. Available with Custom Finishes
7 head options available. Realistic or sculpted hair options available for all heads
Sculpted shoe only, with removable heel. Satin Chrome base.
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